5.

i. Seals
   a. Original

b. Resized

c. Resized II

d. Parameters: Reduce width by 250 and height by 185

e. Explanation: The seam resizing took away the least important seams in both vertical and horizontal directions. But regular resize might have stretched the image.
ii. Groceries
   a. Original

b. Resized

c. Resized II
d. Parameters: Reduce width by 400

e. Explanation: The seam resizing took away the least important seams in both vertical and horizontal directions. But regular resize might have stretched the image.

iii. Trees

   a. Original

   ![Original Trees](image1)

   b. Resized

   ![Resized Trees](image2)

   c. Resized II

   ![Resized II Trees](image3)

   d. Parameters: Reduce width by 300 and height by 175
e. Explanation: The seam resizing took away the least important seams in both vertical and horizontal directions. But regular resize might have stretched the image.

iv. Sino
   a. Original (500x500)¹

   ![Original Image](image1)

   b. Resized

   ![Resized Image](image2)

   c. Resized II

   ![Resized II Image](image3)

   d. Parameters: Reduce height by 300

   e. Explanation: The seam resizing took away the least important seams in both vertical and horizontal directions. But regular resize might have stretched the image.

v. NewImg2
   a. Original (800x1335)²
b. Resized

c. Resized II

d. Parameters: Reduce height by 800
e. **Explanation:** The seam resizing took away the least important seams in both vertical and horizontal directions. But regular resize might have stretched the image.

- **City**
  - a. Original (800x267) iii
  - b. Resized
  - c. Resized II
  - d. **Parameters**
  - e. **Explanation:** The seam resizing took away the least important seams in both vertical and horizontal directions. But regular resize might have stretched the image.

---

1. Sino.jpg - cafetacuba.com.mx

iii City skyline from the river side - http://www.ivan-herman.net/Photos/JAlbum/Queensland/slides/panorma.html